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Call for papers
The International Workshop on Principles of Diagnosis is an annual event that started in 1989 rooted in
the Artificial Intelligence (AI) community. Papers presented at the workshop cover a variety of theories,
principles, and computational techniques for diagnosis, monitoring, testing, reconfiguration, fault
adaptive control, and repair of complex systems. Applications of these theories, principles, and
techniques to industryrelated disciplines and other real world problems are also important topics of the
workshop.
Like the previous workshops in this series, DX09 encourages the interactions and the exchange of
theories, techniques, applications, and experiences amongst researchers and practitioners from different
backgrounds: Artificial Intelligence, Control Theory, Systems Engineering, Software Engineering and
other related areas, who share an interest in different aspects of diagnosis, and the related fields of
testing, reconfiguration, maintenance, prognosis, and faultadaptive control.
DX is a lively forum that has traditionally adopted a singletrack program with a limited number of
participants in order to promote detailed technical exchange and debate while at the same time making
efforts to develop synergistic approaches to solving realworld problems. One session will be devoted to
The Diagnostic Competition 2009 (DXC´09) where results and winners will be presented. For more
information see: http://www.dxcompetition.org/
We welcome papers on topics that are related but not limited to the following:
●

●

Formal theories and computational methods for diagnosis, that include monitoring, detection and
isolation, testing, repair and therapy, reconfiguration, fault tolerance, diagnosability analysis, and
other related topics.
Modeling for diagnosis that includes symbolic, numeric, discrete, discreteevent, continuous,
hybrid, probabilistic, functional, behavioral, qualitative, abstractions, and approximation methods.
Effective modeling approaches for large systems are of particular relevance.

●

●

●

●

Computational issues that address combinatorial explosion, use of structural and hierarchical
knowledge, focusing strategies, resourcebounded reasoning, real time analysis, and other related
topics.
Diagnosis processes that include strategies for measurement selection, sensor placement, test
actions design, active testing, embedded diagnosis systems, preventive diagnosis, fault tolerance
strategies, faultadaptive control, and distributed diagnosis.
Bridge between DX (AIbased diagnosis methods) and other diagnosis methodologies: FDI,
controlbased techniques, statistical and probabilistic methods, design, model checking, machine
learning, nonmonotonic reasoning, planning, execution, realtime languages, software
verification and validation, debugging, and hardware testing.
Realworld applications and integrated systems in a wide range of fields including transportation
systems, space and aeronautics, process industries, medical domains, and bioinformatics. Case
studies of tech transfer that resulted in success or failure are especially welcome.

Location
DX09 will be hosted by the Department of Electrical Engineering at Linköping University, Linköping,
Sweden. The workshop will be held at Skepparholmen Hotell & Konferens. Skepparholmen is situated in
Stockholm's innerarchipelago, a mere fifteen minutes from the city center, with a magnificent view over
the Baltic Sea and the harbor of Stockholm.
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Important dates
●
●
●
●
●
●

Paper submission deadline: March 26, 2009. Submission server closes at 10.00 CET.
Notification of acceptance and rejections: May 6, 2009
Preliminary program announcement: May 10, 2009
Deadline for registration: May 13, 2009
Deadline for final papers: May 22, 2009
Workshop: June 1417, 2009

